
 Training for
delegates



What is Tecmun?
The opportunity to
confront students
with current world
issues based on the

United Nations
model.

Students Delegates

Debate Resolve a conflict

What is Tecmun?



Chair



President

Moderator Conference Officer

Composed by:



Mediating the debate.

Resolving conflicts between delegates.

Encouraging debate among delegates.

The road to peace together. 

Purpose of the chair



Declare the session open/closed
Decide on rights of reply
Decide on speaking time
Moderate/moderate caucus time
control
Closing of debate/list of speakers
Decide on order of draft resolutions
Highest authority in the committee

President:



Moderator:
Keep the debate flowing

Guide the debate

Give permission to speak

Conference officer 
Roll call

Keeping the attendance register

Answering messages from delegates



 How is the
debate?



Open the speaker’s

list

The speaker’s list

begins

The floor opens

Keep going the speaker’s

list

Motion of Procedure

Caucus

Voting

Votaciones

Continue the

session/end the

session

Order of the debate

Delegations are added

to the speaker’s list

Moderated Inmoderated
Open topic

Open forum

The sesion starts:

Roll call

End of the topic



Extraordinary session of questions

Motion of procedure

To open an extraordinary
session of questions.
Give the number of questions.
Second.
Accept or Reject.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Preamble

Motion of personal privilege.
Open a preamble. 

1.
2.

Follow-up

Raise the placard.
Follow-up
There is no follow-up of the
follow-up

1.
2.
3.



Speaker’s
list 



Allow time for questions, a table or a

delegation.

1

2

3

The delegation's position is made

known.

Time 30 to 90 seconds. 

IMPORTANT

Always at least 5 delegations on the list.



When a delegation whose national or

personal integrity has been affected by

another delegation.

A note is sent to the chair. 

The delegation that has offended another

delegation shall apologize. 

Right of Reply



Motions



Placards



It is used when the protocol
is not being used in a proper
way.
It can only interrupt when
what is being said is against
the protocol. 

Motion of procedure
This is the most commonly
used motion.
It must be seconded. 
Open:

Topic
Speaker’s list
Extraordinary session of
questions
Caucus moderated or
inmoderated. 

Motion of order

When the floor is open...



Motion of personal privilege

It can be used in case of
personal need. 
It should be used discreetly. 
For this type of motion you
can interrupt. 

Motion of parliamentary
inquiry

It’s used to resolve doubts
about the rules of procedure
or protocol.
To be used the forum must be
open and con’t be interrupted. 



For voting
time



Absolute
Majority

Qualified
Majority

Relatice
Majority

50% +1 +2/3 
--> 66.6%

One vote more
than against

Raise placard



Resolution
paper



Moderated caucus

 Motion of procedure. 
 Firmly explain the reason.
 Set the time limit.

1.
2.
3.

It starts with:

 Raise the placard
 The moderator gives the
floor in the debate. 

1.
2.

Time from 5 to 20 minutes

Extension: minimum - 1 second

Inmoderated cuacus
 Informal meeting
 Worksheet
 Preliminary draft resolution. 

1.
2.
3.



Project Resolution

1 Close debate
Procedure motion
To second
Absolute majority required

1.
2.
3.

2 Final debate
Table calls for delegates
Two in favor
Two against
Two close to the Draft Resolution

1.
2.
3.
4.

3 Final voting



Once the alliances are formed, the delegations find a solution for the topic. 
There is one amendment per delegation.
Since the delegates made their papers, they must present the paper to the table. 
In the vote: in favor, against, abstain or pass.
The resolution with the most votes will be chosen.

 

How does it work?



Veto and
warnings



Plagiarism
False Information
Violation of dress
code

It can happen when there is:

 Two accumulated warnings:
Expulsion from the
session.

Three accumulated
warnings:

Expulsion from the
model.



Thank you!


